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MAROONS WILL FACE
LOWER COLUMBIA IN
LAST GAME TONIGHT
Biology Lab Gets
NewCoat of Paint
The first prize, five dollars,-
goes to Marion McCullough, who
brought in a total of 710 points,
with the second prize, a one-vol-
ume edition of Shakespeare's
complete works, going to Mar-
garet Peabody, who chalked up
660 points. Vivian Crenna, with
480 points, was the only other
contestant to bring in a high
total.
The ticket-selling contest was
sponsored this year for the pur-
pose of adding Interest to selling
tickets for the Drama Guild's
second production. Contestants
nominated by the student body
Included Madeline Murphy, Peggy
Dougherty, Germaine Hoeschen,
Margaret Peabody, Vivian Crenna,
Marion McCullough; Dorothy Bur-
man and Dorothy O'Neill. Points
were awarded on the basis of ten
for every student ticket and
twenty for every adult ticket sold.
Commenting on the contest, Mr.
Biachoff stated that it was really
an experiment. In view of the
results and owing to various dif-
ficulties connected with such con-
tests, he announced that in fu-
ture all prizes for ticket sales will
be open to all students.
While the results of the com-
petition show that it proved pop-
ular with those actually engaged
in the sale, the interest of the
entire student body was not suf-
ficiently aroused to merit a repe-
tition of the experiment, accord-
ing to those in charge of the
sale.
It is more than likely that the
next contest will be thrown open
to the student body at large in
an attempt to gain the active par-
ticipation of every member.
College Quintet Will Seek
Revenge at Garrigan
Gymnasium
Seattle College's Maroons close
their 1936 basketball season to-
night in the Seattle Prep gym at
8 o'clock when they tangle with
Lower Columbia Junior College
in their final court tussle of the
year.
The Columbians will present a
one-man team in the person of
Charlies Roessner, high-scoring
guard. To date Roessner has av-
eraged better than 14 points per
game in 16 contests. If Jerry
Donovan is looking for a win
he'll have to set an adequate de-
fense to 81o w up the visitors'
main scoring threat.
In a game played last Decem-
ber the Longview five took a 33-
28 decision on their home floor
from the Maroons.
Both teams recently suffered
upset defeats at the hands of Cen-
tralia Jun io r College; Seattle
College by three points and Low-
er Columbia by one point.
.I'immie ■Finn. Maroon captain*
and only senior on the local five,
will be playing his last game.
For four years Finn has been an
outstanding player In Seattle Col-
lege basketball circles. His
sophomore year and the present
season have been his best.
College Debaters To
Meet Mount Vernon
Wednesday, March 4
George Stuntz, President
of Alumni, to Be
Toastmaster
The Maroon Basketball squad
will be wined and dined at their
annual banquet tomorrow night
at the Knights of Columbus Hall.
The dinner, a traditional event,
marks the close of the present
season for the hoopsters.
Playing their last game to-
night against Lower Columbia
Junior College the Maroons stand
a good chance to finish up the
season with an average of well
over 500.
George R. Stuntz, United States
assistant attorney general and
president of the Seattle College
Alumni Association, has made
the arrangements for the affair
and will act as toastmaster.
Jerry Donovan, Maroon coach,
will be the principal speaker of
the event. Donovan, who will
leave within the next few daye
to join the Seattle Baseball Club
tn Santa Monica. Calif., is ex-
pected to award service strides
during the course of his talk.
Basketball players who will be
In attendance include Captain
Jimmy Finn, the only graduating
member of the squad; Herb Con-
yne, Frank Carmody, Jim Roth-
stein, Frank Taylor, Joe Budnick.
Larry O'Keefe, Bob Tobin, Fred
Conyne and Bob Smith.
Election of captain for next
year's squad may be discussed,
although no definite announce-
ment of the fact has been made.
Managers Jim Casey and Bill
McClairo. who have alternately
handled the business end of the
team throughout the season, will
also attend. Casey, a senior, is
a veteran manager, having served
in that capacity for three years.
SECOND PRODUCTION
OF DRAMATIC GUILD
TERMED SUCCESSFUL
Bras Commends Students
for Cooperation in
Presentation
"Love and Geography,
"
the
three -act dramatic production
presented Friday a n d Saturday
evenings, February1 14 and 15,
gained much favorable comment,
from all those who witnessed its
presentation, receiving pra Is c
from dramatic critics present
Charles Bras, director, ex-
pressed satisfaction with the act-
ing of the characters participat-
ing and stated that he enjoyed
very much the excellent response
given him.
The cast consisted of Bugene
Emard, in the leading role of
Professor Tygeson: Margaret Pea-
body, as Karen, Tygeson"s wife;
Dorothy O'Neill, their daughter;
John Prouty. as Kenning, an art-
ist; Donna June Qrinnel] played
the role of Malln Rambek; An-
gela Young took the part of
Birgit; William Russell, as Pro-
fessor Turmaii. and Vivian Cren-
na took the part of Ane, a .serv-
ant.
Others aiding in the presenta-
tion of "Love a n d (ieography"
were Madeline Murphy and Ro-
sanne Flynn, with their staff,
who acted as ushers; William
Carr, Allan Steele and Phillip
Hargreaves, who were In charge
of tickets at the door: William
Thoreson a n d Lisle Macdonald.
who handled the make up; Frank
Carmody and Leo Duffy, who
managed the stage, and all others
who aided by selling tickets.
Fr.Fitzgerald To
SpeakToStudents
The Rev. Walter J. Fitzgerald,
S. J., provincial of the Oregon
Province, will address the assem-
bled students today at 11 o'clock
in the Knights of Columbus Hall.
This will mark the first meeting
of the present year between the
students and Father Fitzgerald.
Included on the program to be
presented by the students at the
meeting today will be several se-
lections by the Men's Glee Club.
Improvements are seen in the
Biology Lab this week. Mr. Leo
Bchmid, S. J., is in charge of that
part or the science department,
and it is due to his influence that
these important changes are ac-
complished. Cream walls and
ceiling replace the former greejl
ones. The lower panes of the
windows are trotted. The whole
room meets the requirement! of
light, convenient, efficient, scien-
tific laboratory, conducive tohard
■study and real progress) A new
media room and new experi-
mental equipment in a k c it pos-
sible to extend studies into fur-
llier fields. Within two years the
branch of biology has grown at
Seattle College until today it is
on 8 par With the chemistry and
physic.', laboratories which have
acquired their equipment over a
period of several years.
LIBRARY DISPLAYS NEWSPAPER OF 1799
WITH PICTURE, LETTER OF WASHINGTON
Mr. Clifford Carroll, S.J., moderator of the Seattle Col-
lege Debating Society, has received an invitation from the
College of Puget Sound to enter the annual debate tourna-
ment to be held there March
6 and 7, and has announced his
acceptance.
He will enter two teams in the
meet. Rosaline Flynn and Frank
Hayes have been selected to <!'■-
bate the affirmative side, and
Angelo Magnano and John Prouty
have been chosen to form a neg-
ative team.
The subject for discussion Is
the same as has been used in pre-
vious debates, namely, "Resolved:
That Congress should be permit-
ted to reenact l>y a two-thirds
vote Federal legislation declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court."
According to the rules of the
tournament, only college students
of freshman and sophomore rank-
ing are eligible to compete. The
usual method of debating will be
used, with ten minutes allowed
for constructive speeches and five
minutes for rebuttal. Each team
will be required to debate six
times. At the end of the sixth
round all teams, excepting those
having won at least five of their
encounters, will be eliminated.
Then, on Saturday, those not
eliminated will debate again un-
til one team stands undefeated.
As soon as any team has lost
two debates, it will be auto-
matically eliminated from future
competition. Judges will be the
debate coaches from the various
colleges, supplemented by mem-
bers of the faculty of the College
of I'ugot Sound.
tip to date the debating society
has met with considerable suc-
cess, having won ""> per cent of
all decision debates in which its
members have participated.
This record d r e w favorable
comment from the debate moder-
ator. Mr. Carroll, in speaking of
the fine Bhowing made by t ii
" >
men in the forensic meet held at
Gonzaga last month, he said. "Un-
questionably this was a priz.- be-
ginning."
Eugene Maruca will represent
the College In an oratorical cun-
test held in conjunction with the
debate.
Mr. A.Bischoff To
Continue Lectures
At Catholic Clubs
Continuing liis lecturei before
local Catholics clubs, Mr. Adolpb
Bischoff, S. J.. member of the
College (acuity, will lecture at
the quarterly m tatin g of the
Catholic child Welfare League,
aexl Tuesday afternoon, at the
home of Mrs. Charles K. Pea-
body. Mr. BiSChoff will diSCUSS
"Catholic Ac t iono n ami Catholic
Literature."
On t ii c ■ d a y evening at the
Knights of Columbus Hail, Mr.
Bischoff presented the third lee-
lure in bis series of literary dis-
cuesions, which bn » s included
lectures on Willa Cather and sig-
rid rjndeet The speaker's iub-
jeol iasi night was "Thornton
wilder: An Interpretation." Bub-
sequent lectures will treat of Sin-
clair Lewis, llervey Allen, and
The Modern Novel.
A return debate with Mount
Vernon Junior College is to be
held March 4 at Mount Vernon,
according to Mr. Clifford Carroll.
S. J., debate moderator.
Two weeks ago the College dP-
baters were hosts to the visiting
Mount Vernon men in a non-de-
cislon dPDate held in the reading
room, at which time John Peter
and Frank Hayes represented the
local debating society. At that
time arrangements were made for
the return encounter.
The scheduled forensic meet is
to be a dual affair. Both schools
are entering one affirmative and
one negative team. Helen Mac-
Donald and Rosanne Flynn will
compose the affirmative for the
College, whereas John Prouty and
Angelo Magnano will form a neg-
ative team.
The topic to be discussed Is
the same as the one used at the
previous meet between these two
colleges: nlme 1 y, "Resolved:
That Congress should be permit-
ted to re-enact by a two-thirds
vote Federal legislation declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court."
Both teams are well versed in
the subject having discussed it
frequently In former debates.
Alumni to Meet Sunday
Convening at 9 o'clock for Mass
U ,1,,. ,!ia|>H Of Seattle I'rep, the
S.atlit- ColleRe Alumni Associa-
tion will hold its regular monthly
meeting m-xt .Sunday.
Bert Prlckett, financial secre-
tary of the Knights of Columbus
and an active alumnus of the col-
lege, is in charge of arrangements
and promises an interesting meet-
ing. Mr. Prickett Issues a special
invitation to all students to al-
Dlsplayed in the reading room
for the last two weeks has been
a copy of an early American
newspaper, printed in the year
1799 in Alexander, Virginia.
Aside from its contiguity, it Is
of great Interest for many rea-
sons. It would seem to solve the
age-old dispute as to the facial
characteristics of George Wash-
ington, for displayed in a promi-
nent place is a picture or .sketch
of our first president.
And who should know better
his looks than his neighbors, for.
as any map of Virginia shows us,
the town of Alexander is but I
few miles from Mount Vermin.
Washington's home town.
Printed BSD '«> the picture, is
the contents of a letter sent to
the editor from (ieorge Waning-
ton soon after he had retired
from the presidency, His retire-
ment had been threatened i>y a
call, which he said he would SO-
cept. to public service, of organ*
izlng and leading the army in the
expected war with France, which,
however, never became ■ reality.
In this leti c r. Washington
stated: ". . . my love of retire
ment is so great that no earthly
consideration save the conviction
of duty, could have prevailed ma
to depart from my resolution,
never more to have any share in
transaction of a public natter."
on the hack of the crumbling
sheet are several advertisement<
that make interesting reading a)
i Ins data Some of the unusual
ones follow:
'
Negro AWnch
Any person inclined to pur-
chase may apply to John . . .
maker, Jun. at Rochester.
Strayed
—
\ Kcil Hull
Branded on both borni P, T, B.
Any person haying taken up with
,iiii bull win in' thanked by giv-
ing Information thereat to t be
printers.
Second Notice
Of my wife Hannah is hereby
given, forbidding all persons,
whatever, from b ■r b<> r inIor
keeping her, and from trusting
ber "li in\ aooount, as i am de-
termined to pay no debts <>f her
contracting.
Matys Van Sleeiibernh.
in another section of the pani r
the following deaertption is
noted:
Mr. I'iii has bOM <'oni|»arcd to
a im ii.mill, he has a rough out-
side hut much milk at the heart.
Mothers Meet March 5
T ll ■ Seattle Colltgt MutheiV
Club will hold their March meet-
ing DO Thursday. M.iri li ... in ths
rom Room of the Bon Harehe, si
Ip, in. Mrs. Tail FtOblttSOD, preei-
dent, asks for a large attendants
 s they win dlaeoH the eomim
twelfth annivi'i-sary party of 1lie
club.
A brldC* luncheon will lie held
on March 4 in the Beattli
Company Building. For reserva-
tion! call Mr*. J. A. Carmody.
KBnwood 4778.
IIn- opinions <-\|u-<-—.r«| by Mr.
Pewoa in iliis column do not
necessarily reflect the i>ollcy of
the Spectator.
The attempt of the Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce, with the
able assistance of the city's "Bor-
der Patrol," to restrict the bless-
ings of God's glorious sun to
those Who can pay California for
it, may raise a national question
concerning the const!tutional
rights of American citizens travel-
ing from state to state. What are
the rights, in the various states,
of the millions of transient citi-
zens of the United States, many
rich, many bums, but the greater
number migratory laborers fol-
lowing seasonal employment? Has
any state the power to place res-
trictions of an economic character
on the migration of transilent
citizens?
As .in example of what can
happen with a cordon of ir-
responsible police patroling Cal-
ifornia's borders, consider this
report by the United Press, from
Portland, Oregon, February 15.
James A. Taylor, said to be a
property owner In Hollywood,
veteran of two wars, under com-
pensation, is alleged to have
been twice refused entrance to
California, although he had a
stage ticket to Hollywood, $5.10
in ensh, registration slips for
two California autos, driver's
license-, andaletter of identifica-
tion from a prominent Medford
nttorncy. Taylor Issuid to have
been benten, held overnight in a
vacant hotel, fed bread and
water, and robbod of his identi-
fication papers; and forced,
though suffering from tuber-
culosis, to hitch-hike through
sub-freezing weather.
Now if this can be done to a
resident and property-owner of
California, to a man with a gov-
ernment pension
— and the police
cannot be held responsible (for|
they can be reached only by civil
action begun in California, if the
victim can get there), to what
limits will the patrol go in mal-
treating laborers seeking season-
al employment in the land of
sunshine?
The fourteenth amendment to
the Constitution states in part:
"No State shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of cit-
izens of the United States; nor
shall any State deprive any per-
son of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law; nor
deny any person within its juris-
diction the equal protection of
the laws." Evidently California
violates all these provisions.
First, It is the liberty i»f the
(TnltCd States' citizens to live
WbaN they pleaseIn America
—
California would abridge that
right and liberty; second, the
mereopinionof a border patrol-
man that a person is a "Bum,"
(he can err In most obvious
OMW, as shown by the Taylor
incident) doe* not, or neverhas
l>cen recognized of such weight
as to constitu» i' "<lu<- PMMM
or law" by which liberties limy
be restricted; and thirdly, aper-
son who it forcibly ejected from
(In- jurisdiction of 11 State (as
Taylor wan) and thereby made
incapable or suing that State
for damages he sustained, can
hardly 1m- thought <>r us having
"equal protection or the- law-"
California HIM to have vio-
lated all laws of God and nation
when It set up its cloBed corpora-
iion
_
"Chamber of Commerce,
jnc.— Retailer of Los Angeles'
Sunshine."
Seattle, Washington, Wednesday, February 26, 1936
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Debaters To Enter Team
In Junior College Meet
Marion McCullough Wins
Ticket Selling ContestSTUDENTOBSERVER
By Bernard L. Pearce
"Bum Blockade"
Chamber of Commerce
Would Limit Sunshine To
Those That Can Pay For
Margaret Peabody and Vivian Crenna Place Second
And Third Respectively in Close Competition
Rosanne Flynn, Frank Hayes, Angelo Magnano and
John Prouty to Compete InTournament
Winners in the ticket-selling contest sponsored by the
Drama Guild for its last production, "Love and Geography,"
were announced yesterday by Mr. Adolph Bischoff, S. J.
BANQUET FOR HOOP
MEN WILL CLIMAX
SEASON TOMORROW
Professor
II7ILLIAM RUSSELL, who play-"
ed the role of Professor Tur-
man in the successful production
of "Love and Geography" pre-
sented by' the Seattle College
Drama Guild Feforuury 14 and 15.
14 :>
ASSC MEET
11:00 TODAY
LAST GAME
8:30 TONIGHT
The cast of "Love and Geogra-
phy" irrerlts much praise for their
well-acted interpretation of a dif-
ficult theme. That "technique,"
of one kind or another, develops
only after praotlce, as Professor
Tygeson will agree with me.
A farewell with "love and kiss-
es" to "Ickle Blckle Arfur." His
going leaves a big gap (6 ft. 4)
in the college atmosphere!
Bob Tobin thought that he was
going to get a lift home from
Glee Club recently with two fair
damsels
—
but It was his face that
needed lifting— it dropped so
when he discovered that they
were just "riding" him.
Things we like: Peg Dough-
erty's femininity; Steve Wood's
cute grin: Marion McCullough'e
throaty voice; Madeline Murphy's
new hair-do; Kay Broderick's yel-
low "twit" (hair bow); Agnes
Valliquette's shy friendliness:
Ward Smith, for angle of hat and
grasp of pipe.
This Collegiate World
VACCINATION
PROVES EFFECTIVE
By Ward Smith
The first form of vaccination.
Inoculating, was practiced by the
Chinese as far back as any of
IlieIr medical history can be
traced. This method of inocula-
tion is still the custom of the
Central African countries even
now. Inoculation caused a mild
attack of the disease treated, as
the virus was taken from the ves-
icle of the diseased tissue. This
mild disease, that almost always
was Incommunicable, could cause
the real disease in others, if by
chance they came- into contact
with the inoculated case. The
disease could then be caught by
many others and easily lead to
an epidemic.
\V hi1 c inoculation was very
dangerous, it was the best method
of the day and brought a large
amount of benefit to humanity.
The method itself was accepted
as the standard treatment until
17HS. when Edward Jenner pub-
lished his classic work on vaccin-
ation. When Jenner was a young
medical student his advice was
asked by a young girl who told
him that because she had once
contracted cow-pox, she was sure
she could not contract small-pox.
Jenner investigated thoroughly
and found that in almost every
case, those who had been inflicted
with the mild disease of cow-pox
which Infects cattle, rabbits and
many other animals, were invari-
ably immune to small-pox. He
found that the cow-pox was
caused by an Infection present In
the skin eruptions of the cattle
and which was contracted by men
in their care and handling of the
cattle. Jenner proved his point,
obtained vaccine virus from ani-
mals infected with the cow-pox,
and with It vaccinated those in
danger of a small-pox epidemic.
The subsequent attack of small-
pox was evaded and Jenner won
everlasting fame. I
Small-pox, before the work of
Jenner, was one of the worst
scourges of the world. It was
considered necessary that children
pass through the disease, just as
parents today feel certain that
their children will be infected
with the measles. At one time
small-pox was more common than
measles. During the eighteenth
century almost every one of adult
life had contracted the disease at
one time or another, usually be-
fore ilie seventh year of child-
hood. The disease at that time
caused the death of more than
otie-luilf million annually. During
the eighteenth century more than
sixty million persons lost their
Uves through this dread disease.
Now, however, just as the eco-
nomic world has changed, so also
has medical science changed and
progressed, until today every so-
called contagious disease is under
control, with the exception of tu-
berculosis. The public as a whole
is getting rid of its medieval
superstition and realizes what
medicine has done and can do, if
given half a chance. Until the
passing of the nineteenth century,
the majority of people had a dis-
tinct fear of vaccination, and even
today we find people who ab-
solutely refuse to allow their chil-
dren to be vaccinated. Many peo-
ple believe that this is compulsory
but the truth is that there is no
national law compelling vacclna-
ton. A few of the states have
such laws but, with the exception
of Kentucky, the state may waive
its right to vaccinate. Wild sto-
ries of death by vaccination are
told by people who arestill living
In the scientific world of the
middle ages. The general public
should be instructed by the state
as to the benefits to be derived
from vaccination. Then, and only
then, can medical science hope to
wipe out completely the many
contagious diseases.
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
In better circles it is known as being a Bychophant, although upon
many college campi, the phrase "apple polishing" neatly covers the
same ground.
We think we have discovered the ultimate in refined apple pol-
ishing.
In one of our state universities, which the Rockefeller, foundation
would no doubt list among the 10 best, a young man labored long and
hard upon a thesis for his M. A. One of these things: "The Influ-
ence of Sixteenth Century Philosophy Upon So and So." The exam-
ining committee turned down the poor boy because one member vio-
lently dissented with the majority report. Feeling certain he had
covered the ground very well, the cagey boy made quiet inquiries as
to the dissenter's reasons. He found:
That the professor had objected to the paper because, in the bibliog-
raphy, the writer had not included mention of a five-page paper on
the subject written by the professor some 20 years ago.
The boy re-wrote the thesis, cited and quoted from the paper, and
passed the examination nicely, thank you.
Columnist at Ohio State University re-quotes the Cornell paper
which relates hew a professor of English received an essay which
had been copied directly from a book. The professor announced that
if the student guilty of plagiarism would see him after class, his name
would not be divulged.
When the class was over, he found five fidgety students waiting
for him!
Simile:
As successful as a traffic cop
selling tickets to the Policeman's
Ball. " « "
Pome of tin- Week
We cannot tell the Old Gaga
Which often stopped the show:
Because you hear them nightly
Upon the radio." " "
mine's Diary
Awakened with a start, for that
fiendish rooster do be practicing
his part in the barnyard drama,
"Chantecleer." But contente with
my lot Ido gather a few choice
eggs to deaden the pangs of hun-
ger in my gullet and so off to the
station in the rubber-tired chaise." " *
All hands on deck to take a
reef in the porch awning. She's
comin' on to blow." ♥ *
Housewife: Are those eggsstrictly
fresh?
Mr. ("line: (Calling to Harold)
Feel those eggs, son, and see
If they're cold enough to sell
yet.
Snap Shots
By BOB RICHARDS,JIMROTHSTEIN
Accounting teacher: Where is
Duffy?
MoOmsi Gone down to the smok-
ing room.
Accounting tearlier: Gone to the
smoking room during class pe-
riod?
MbOreai Yes, you see it's his last
chance to make his books
balance. * * »
.Mr. McOlane: Miss Murphy, who
was Anne Boleyn?
MJhh Murphy: Anne Boleyn was a
flat iron.
Mr. McOlane: What in heaven do
you mean?
Mlhs Murphy: Well, in the book
here it says "Henry having dis-
posed of Catherine, pressed his
suit with Anne Boleyn."
« " "
Kill Skinner: Isuppose you think
I'm a perfect Idiot.
Vivian Orenna: Oh, none of us
are perfect." * "
Jumbled Ty|>o
Many students and local fans
are planning to follow the team
to the scene of the bottle.—
Iteiiion Fugle-
Diagnosis
1 was analyzed-
— investigated—
Diagnosed by experts rated
—
Stethoscoped and atupified and stung;
My appendix was inspected
Weird contraptions were erected
They made photographs of tonsil, toe and tongue.
What with doctors from Siberia,
And experts on bacteria,
My weak physique was pampered like a flower
Iwas given an injection
To prevent acute infection
And my temperature was taken every hour.
They spoke of indigestion.
And they argued of congestion,
And they talked of respiration pro and con;
They discussed my grave condition
Under terms of malnutrition,
'Til Ithought that nearly all my health was gone.
When spesialists were satisfied,
Their laws and theories ratified,
Concerning all the symptoms and contusions
—
After lengthy conversation,
They condensed the situation.
And they reported their unanimous conclusions:
After all the wide attention
Of the medical convention,
The conference of doctors, young and old,
Announced with due formality
My dread and morbid malady
Was nothing but an ordinary cold!—
GLEN HAGEN.
Oh Say. Can You Ski?
mountain slopes. As the season
advances into March und April,
the snows have fallen and clear
sunshiny days prevail. We don
our spring ski costumes, consist-
ing of light knickers or shorts,
sleeveless shirts and other abbrevi-
ated clothing, to take advantUKe
of the sun's rayH for that much-
desired Alpine sun tan.
We of the Pacific Northwest
are particularly fortunate and can
boast of one of the longest nki
seasons in the world. Spring and
mid-summer skiing starts about
March and continues as late as
June or July. At these late dates
we turn to the vast sun-lit ex-
panses of ski ground that lie be-
tween glaciers. With the two
great peaks, Mount Baker to the
north and Mount Rainier to the
south, one can find much late
skiing.
distant and on paved highways,
it is the mecca for thousands who
have but a day to spend. Ski
jumping tournaments are held
here In addition to other compe-
tition. Here are courses that of-
fer a delightful challenge to the
skillful skier, while the novice
will find many sharing his or her
troubles and cares. Mount Baker
is also a natural skiing center:
the splendor of the scenery, the
wide open spares and the gradual
slopes readily beckon the skiing
fans. A Ski-Esculator, which Is
now in operation, permits one to
ride to the summit of a long hill
and return on .skis.
Skiing, truly a winter sport,
reaches its greatest height and
fulfillment of pleasure as the win-
ter storms have .finished dusting
their white plumes over the
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Recent discussion concerning the proper subject of ma-
terial published in the Spectator calls for a clear definition
of its policy.
The Spectator is essentially a student organ. It is not
only written by students, but is financed to a great extent
by student endeavor. It is, in truth, an independent pub-
lication, being subject only to faculty approval, as is the
custom with the majority of college newspapers.
Since the paper is issued primarily for the student it is
obvious that it should present that which is of interest
to the majority of its student readers, and, since this is a
Catholic college, these subjects should be treated in the
light of Catholic principles.
When a student reaches college age, nine times out of
ten, he "puts away the things of a child." The average,
normal person of College age no longer centers his interest
in such things as marbles, drop the handkerchief, and Blind
Man's Buff. It is true that occasionally a person who has
not yet graduated from the adolescent stage does arrive
in college. But that is not the normal circumstance. Usu-
ally, those who have not reached a sensible state by the
time they are of college age go through life in much the
same manner. But let us consider the average person.
Let us consider the normal student, who, after floundering
about for many years,begins to open his eyes and becomes
aware of the outside world.
Strangely enough, the topics which begin to hold his
interest are those selfsame problems which interest Mr.
and Mrs. Average Citizen. He may not be able to solve
the questions, but at least the problems interest, him. Do
not think for a moment that Iam proposing that the
college student is capable of curing the ills of the world.
It is undoubtedly true that experience is a great teacher
and without it we could do nothing. The part to be em-
phasized is that the collegian has reached the stage when,
while he may not be able to solve the difficulties which con-
cern the world, he is nevertheless interested in their solu-
tion.
The fact is evidenced in many forms. The spread of com-
munism in American colleges supplies ample proof. The
very fact that a large number of students will enthusias-
tically embrace such a system of government shows that
they have begun to think. They may not be thinking
rightly, but they are nevertheless thinking. The student
has reached an age when the evils of a particular situation
impress themselves upon his mind and he seeks a solution.
Communism is proposed to him, the system sounds plaus-
ible, and he becomes an ardent follower of Karl Marx. As
was previously stated, the solution arrived at isn't always
the correct one. But experience will step in before many
years and direct his steps along the right course. The
important thing is that the student has begun to think.
He has begun to develop mentally.
Students, therefore, are concerned with the same sub-
jects that interest any thinking person. What place, then,
is better suited to his discussion of these subjects than a
college? College papers should present the problems not
only because they interest the students,but also because it is
desirable that student interest in such topics be stimulated.
When is a person better situated to study certain political
questions than in college where he can take his difficulties
to his professor of Economics and his professor of Ethics,
,
and discuss the soundness of the system? Purely academic
,
knowledge ti admittedly essential but not nearly as im-
"
preuive ai knowledge drawn from the application of set (
principles to present-day problems. «
Let us come to this conclusion: Interest in present-day .
problems for the college student is healthy and desirable. ,
The purpose of the Spectator in regard to the publication ■
of articles concerning the popular questions of the time is (
not only to provide an outlet for student opinion on these
,
questions, but also to stimulate interest in these matters i
which should be, atfer all. one of the objectives of any sys- |
tern of education.
By William Miller
Snow is in the air. The car-
nival of winter sports is on. The
mails (hut lead to ski trails are
OrOWded. Veteran .skiers master
lightening fast mountain oourMl,
ami the beginners timidly attempt
the same. Skiing is no longer
regarded as a sport for the daring
few but v recreational adventure
IHi- thousands of sports-loving
men and women. The Mountain-
eers, the Washington Alpine Club,
the Washington ski ciub, the se-
atile Ski Club and other such or-
ganizations have blazed the trail
and it is through these clubs,
their members, and ski coaches,
that the novice can gain proper
instruction and training in the
various phases of nki technique.
Your first venture on skis will,
no doubt, entail a few falls. The
beginner should find some solace.
in knowing that even the veteran
skier occasionally has the same
experience. Anyone may slide
down a nlope but few beginners
know how to rope with the tree
thai stands so solidly in the path,
Of liow to negotiate the ups and
jdowns of the rolling terrain
ah. ail How to stop, how to climb,
and how to make turns are the
first requirements of beginners.
Mount Rainier and Snoqualmie
I'ass, because of their proximity,
are the popular centers for the
skiing enthusiasts of Seattle, Ta-
Boau and vicinity. The open
slopes of Paradise provide runs
for every skier, and the surround-
ing ridges lure those who thrill
at exploring new ground. Sno-
qualmie Pass, the mountain sum-
mit between Eastern and Western
Washington, is Seattle's closest
'skiing ground. Sixty-five miles
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By The Way...
By MARGARET GUEST
Slice of Life: Bill Thoreson
sound asleep, earlylsh one morn-
Ing, in the Spectator room, all
ducked out in his interne outfit.
Was it Internal disorder, Hill?
To go ser:ous Tor a moment:
The Seattle College Drama Guild
is our Drama Oulld, and we are
a body of some three hundred
students. Considering these things
it seems incredible that the recent
production left the Guild in a
financial hole. If we had given
half the support that the group
deserves, to say nothing of our
own school spirit, this could not
have happened. Let's be thorough-
ly ashamed of ourselves. Itseems
to me that it rests with us to
makeup the deficit from the Stu-
dent Body runds.
Wonder what happened to the
girls' project of furnishing the
"house"? Even if one side has
been usurped, there are two sides
to every question! Let's not give
up.
BY THE WAY
—
I'll see you at the Basketball
game tonight! "
Church Revives Street Preaching
In Modern Catholic Action Drive
Conditions Merit Forceful
Christian Attack On
Pagan Beliefs
Prophets of Old Law Used
Direct Contact Method
of Teaching People
Hv FRANK HAYKH
To lie truly "great" a man
must leave the world better than
he found it. There are many
ways in which this can be done,
but in my estimation the great-
est material contribution that
one can leave to posterity Is bet-
ter government, for without good
government most other contribu-
tions might be rendered useless.
When we speak or good gov-
ernment, we Americans immedi-
ately put up our own as the cri-
terion, or standard, to which all
other governments must conform
to be good. Indeed, it is diffi-
cult to find a more righteous one
than ours, with its guarantees of
life, liberty and property. But
the greatest feature of it is that
It is a popular government by the
people and exercised by them
through their representatives.
Certainly the man or men that
made that popular government
possible deserves to be classified
as "great." Many of us think the
framers of our Constitution de-
serve the credit, but this is a
false belief. The man who justly
deserves the credit is Andrew
Jackson.
Undemocratic Constitution
The Constitution of the United
States, as it left the hands of its
framers, was not a democratic
document. Nor was It intended
to be. The gentlemen who con-
stituted the membership of the
Great Convention did not, for the
most part, have any genuine con-
fidence In the "wisdom of the
masses." Alexander Hamilton,
for example, was opposed to pop-
ular election, manhood suffrage,
states rights, and all other ap-
pertances of democracy.
President of New Republic
Made "Radical" Changes;
Extended Suffrage
What Is morp. thr Trainer-; h.nl
to remember constantly that tlieii-
work would be altogether futile
unless it could be accepted by the
several states, most of which
were under the control of con-
servative forces. Unless this new
Constitution carried an appeal to
the propertied class, it could not
have been adopted under condi-
tions as they existed In 1787. In
keeping with these conditions the
Constitution did not, and could
not, propose the establishment of
a federal government which
would be directly and completely
under the popular control. It
was Inevitably conservative in its
provisions.
American Popular Government
If anyone doubts the veracity
of this statement Iask him to
refer to that document and note
the manner it prescribed for the
election of the presidentand con-
gressmen of the United States.
But largely through the efforts
of Andrew Jackson a great deal
of democracy has been infused
into the Constitution. The con-
tributions of Jackson to the de-
mocratization of American gov-
ernment
—
through the plan of
presidential nominations by na-
tional party conventions, instead
of by congressional caucuses; the
extension of suffrage; and the
principle of rotation of office
—
all had a long lease of life.
Let credit fall where credit is
due; let us realize that Jackson
left the national government
more democratic, more popular,
and more truly American than he
found it.
Truly, Andrew Jackson was a
great man.
By MADKMXK MlrRPHY
Flrst, I'd like to define what
a reciprocity treaty means to me.
It Is a treaty concluded between
two countries, confering equal
privileges as regards customs or
charges on Imports, as In other
respects.
Such a treaty was drawn up
recently between Can.ad a and
the United States. They agreed
to work together under a new
trade agreement, which' was and
Is backed by President Roosevelt,
and Liberal Prime Minister of
Canada, W. L. Mckenzle King.
IxnverTax On Lumber Imports
The treaty put duties against
United States commodities, which
puts them on the same level
raised by the former Conservative
Prime Minister, Richard Bedford
Bennett.
For one thing, Canada seeksre-
duced American Import duties on
her exports of lumber and agri-
cultural products in return for
similar concessions on manufact-
ured goods.
The situation is charged with
dynamite. Insofar as the Pacific
Northwest is concerned. Lum-
bermen of this region are finding
obstacles created by our Bhort-
sighted treaty-makers to be al-
most insurmountable, but have
held on in a waning hope that
Roosevelt's regime would do
something about It. But the
whole trouble lies in the fact that
there is a political element In-
volved.
West Is Sacrificial Goat
It would be advantageous, per-
haps, if Mr. Hull and his Demo-
cratic party of big American
manufacturers were given a free
hand in Canada. That might win
votes in thickly-populated indus-
trial centers of the East. To be
sure, in order to obtain such con-
cessions, it would be necessary
to make a sacrificial goat out of
other American industries, for
example, Pacific Northwest lum-
bering and agriculture.
the throes of revolution and de-
pression.
We ask the question, how then
shall we define the upper limit
of family expenditure that is com-
patible with decent Christian liv-
ing? With regard to Christian
ideals in the matter of shelter,
food, cloth-Ing and incidentals and
social activities, the annual ex-
penditure for material goods in
the rase of the overwhelming
majority of moderately sized fa-
milies ought not to exceed $10,-
000. The range of expenditures
which would affoi*d probably the
best conditions of Christian life
lies between $3,000 and $5,000
per year. Where the family ex-
By KOHKRT TOBI\
In acquainting ourselves with
the true conceptions of Christian
Welfare, we see that right human
life consists, not in the Indefinite
satisfaction of material wants,
but In the striving to know more
and more, the best that is to be
known and loved, namely, God.
and in proportion to their re-
semblance to Him, His Creatures.
Both the natural and Christian
laws of conduct are, however,
opposed to the current ideals of
life and welfare. Both demand
that the power of abstention shall
be cultivated to such a degree
that the lower nature of man
shall be kept in constant subjec-
tion to the higher. Both deny
that it Is lawful for man to sat-
isfy all wants indifferently or to
seek the Indefinite expansion and
satisfaction of his material wants.
In many places, and under many
different forms Christ Insists that
material possessions are unim-
portant for the child of God, and
those who have much wealth, will
find It almost impossible to ob-
tain His Kingdom.
In living up to this Christian
Ideal, we see that the progress
of civilization does not depend
on the so-called "leisure class"
as Morgan contended in a recent
pronouncement in Congress, but
rather on a sturdy, moral Chris-
tianized people who are sane and
limited with regard to the ac-
cumulation of wealth and ma-
terial goods. According to J.
Pierpont, any family having at
least one maid or one servant
is considered in the leisure class,
and according to his estimate,
there are 30.000,000 families in
these United States to whom
maids or servants are rendering
service. Well, first of all, we
see that Morgan has grossly ex-
aggerated the expansiveness of
his leisure class, because reason
alone would tell us that there
could not possibly be 30,000,000
out of 120.000,000 people acting
as maids in private households,
(in other words approximately
one- fourth of the country's pop-
ulation) and secondly and fore-
mostly we see that if the country
depended on the leisure class,
which is in reality in the minor-
ity, we would constantly be in
pends more than $10,000 for ma-
terial goods the results, except in
a few cases will lie harmful to
Christian life, in as much as the
senses will be exalted to the det-
riment of the higher will and the
reason, the altruistic qualities
will be unable to attain reason-
able development in the midst of
so many influences making for
selfishness, and the character will
grow soft, while the power to do
without will grow weak.
In conclusion, we look back in
history and see that it points un-
hesitatingly to the conclusion
that social no less than individual
welfare is best promoted by mod-
erate living.
portant part of Catholic action.
Is Catholic action that act of
going to Church to the Sacra-
ments, to Catholic schools and
colleges? Yes, if you consider
yourself a model of Christ. Jesus
Christ, Our Redeemer, person!
fled Catholic Action in ite maxi-
mum when He taught that truth,
and spoke of it, to the people of
His day, and was crucified for
doing so. Each Catholic Is a
model of Christ, his soul is made
to the image and likeness of God.
therefore, it is every Catholic's
duty to develop Catholic Action
as near perfect as the Catholic
Action portrayed by Christ. That
is the least we can do.
What type of Catholic Action is
the most successful in speading
the faith, in clearing up false
ideas in regards to the Church,
in making the Church and its
workings known to all, in giving
all a chance to enter its sacred
fold? This must be for people
in all walks of life and of all
characters. Wherever Catholic
Action is used It must have the
element of personal contact. Per-
sonal contact is the only thing
that will bring the desired re-
sults.
Did you ever hear of a success-
ful salesman who sold his prod-
ucts without the element of per-
sonal contact? If you have, that
fellow is one In a million. In
order to be a successful sales-
man you must have this personal
contact idea down to a science,
besides being a master of psy-
chology. The Catholic laymen on
the street is like the salesman.
He must have personal contact
to put his ideas across thoroughly
and cleverly; he must be a psy-
chologist and a master of his
knowledge. But in this case,
the salesman of the Church dis-
tributes his products free, which
is some advantage over the other
salesman.
If Christ did not sanction this
method of spreading the faith
why is it that He gives men grace
first of all to undertake this type
of work? Secondly, why does He
give men grace to continue this
kind of work; thirdly, why is it
that such men can stand up
under such ridicule and jeers
which they receive at times. He
must sanction It or men who are
doing such work are religious
fanatics. And you cannot in jus-
tice say that. If you doubt that
it doesn't take grace to perform
such work try it sometime. The
only reward for it is a spiritual
one.
Were you ever at a prize fiffht
to watch two men who were
evenly matched use all the sci-
ence and skill they had to over-
come each other? An example ol
that was the Dempsey-Tunney
fights. These two men used all
the knowledge of fighting they
knew. Rvpry action was meant
to win the fight. The Catholic
Church must use everything in
her power to overcome her op-
ponets, and her opponents are
.'in- stronger than anything ma-
terial.
By I..UVBEXOK HAPFIK
Street speaking is not a revo-
lutionary or a radical idea; it Is
as old as civilization itself. In
the Old Law were the prophets
who told of the coming of Christ;
in the New Law, Christ, with the
aid of His Apostles, spread the
new faith by word of mouth.
Later on In the history of the
Church, after Catholicism had
taken root in civilization, were
countless laymen who spread the
faith to the four corners of the
earth, teaching and preaching the
word of God. The Church pro-
gressed this way, in its method
of spreading the faith, until the
beginning of our modern social
system. The reason w.hy street
speaking and teaching came to its
height and died was accounted
for by the invention and use of
the printing press, and by other
circumstances which were evident
in the new social system. This
system of new social life did not
call for that personal contact in
spreading the faith, and other
means were substituted in its
place.
A long while after this system
has been practically dead the
Church once more becomes inter-
ested in street speaking. The
Church members wonder if It
would he advisable once again
to cultivate this system and use
it as a part of Catholic Action.
There are many who oppose this
idea; there are many who favor
it. The main objection raised by
those who oppose It Is the
thought they have fostered,
which places the street speaker
on corners, in shabby places of
the cities, speaking to people of
low character. This idea shows
a bit of false pride and a bit of
misinformation. First of all, the
speakers will not always be
speaking on street corners, in
shabby places; when the oppor-
tunity arises, they will speak in
parka, to clubs, to organizations,
and if possible over the radio.
The psychological places will be
used by the speakers as a pulpit
—psychological in the sense that
these places of speaking show the
fruits of the speakers' labor.
Since when has the Church dis-
regarded men of low character.
Since when has the Catholic
Church declared the shabby part
of the cities as out of her realm?
Has the modern Catholic become
too proud to follow the footsteps
of Christ? Christ spent the greater
part of His public life In such
places Hpeakinn to and teaching
people of all characters. He did
this because everyman has a soul
that was created for heaven.
Has this system ever been con-
demned in the Church? Never!
Christ sanctioned It when he used
the system Himself. Does the
Church of today sanction It? It
does to the extent that the ma-
jority of the Catholic Bishops
throughout the world are very
anxious to have this system
adopted. I have yet to hear or
read of a bishop ooudemstns it.
In other sections of the world
tljis system has become an Im-
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FACULTY ABANDONS
PLANS OF PEP-BAND
FOR PRESENT YEAR
The lack of material has
forced the abandonment of all at-
tempts to organize a pep-band or
orchestra from the student body
of Seattle College this year. Mr.
Aklin, head of the music depart-
ment, and Rev. D. J. Reidy, S. J.,
faculty moderator, agree that the
material necessary for such an
organization is not in the student
body and that to go outside the
school for musicians would not
produce a representative group.
Attempts were made to enroll
several good musicians, but the
impossibility of finding a full or-
chestra or Pep band thirsting for
knowledge this year was soon
recognized. Two of the men ap-
proached are now members of the
student body.
Tentative plans are being made
at present for the staging of Gil-
bert and Sullivan's comic opera,
"Mikado," to be presented in the
middle of May by the combined
membership of the Men's and
Womt'ir.s glee clubs.
Most of the principal charac-
ters have already been chosen
and are working on their parts.
According to Father DanielReidy,
S. J., head of the music depart-
ment, the leading roles are to be
taken by Betty Williams, Lucille
Vrolkey, Jeanette Granger, Eugene
Galvin, Frank Taylor and Robert
Tobin.
Other members of the glee
clubs will form the chorus.
This is the first opera ever to
be presented by Seattle College,
and it promises to exhibit an in-
teresting array of elaborate cos-
tumes, colorful music and tal-
ented acting.
The musical production is un-
der the direction of Walter Ak-
lln, and Charles Bras will act as
dramatic coach.
Fr. McGarrigle To
ReportOn College
Men Students Find
RelaxationInLounge
During FloatPeriods
The Associated Students are
agreed that Leo Duffy did a Job
on the smoking room worthy of
himself, the students, and the
money Involved; particularly the
money involved. More students
are daily finding it a haven of
relaxation between classes watch-
ing the tense action of a Brother-
ton or Marxist' ping-pong game
through billows of volatile Ches-
terfields, Camels or Lucky
Strikes.
The coming ping-pong tourna-
ment and the present winter
weather will doubtless bring In-
creased interest in the smoking
room and its indoor sports to
which all men students are wel-
come.
Olmer Will Teach,
Study at Gonzaga
John Arthur Olmer, Ph. 8..
graduate of Seattle College in
1935. left Seattle last week for
Gonzaga University, where he will
teach and work for his master's
degree in education. Mr. Olmer
attended Seattle College for four
years and was active in basket-
ball and on the "Spectator" staff.
■ i
Obviously, Gheon has produced
an artistic drama, no t a moral
tract, yet one cannot but feel
that here is a profound lesson for
the modern world. Here, in the
marriage of St. Franciß to his
Lady Poverty, we might find the
secret of happiness. Francis
found that God Is happiness, and
his marriage to poverty led him
to Qod.
» " "
"CATHOLICISM. PROTESTANT-
ISM, AND CAPITALISM," by
Amlntore Fanfani. Sheed &
Ward Co.. $2.0u.
A book on economic trends by
a scholar who rejects accepted
definitions in favor of his own,
this discussion of Capitalism in
its relations to Catholicism and
Protestantism should prove inter-
esting to the scientific economist
as well as to the casual reader.
Charging that the capitalist
has no social concept of the use
of wealth, Fanfani builds up ar-
guments to show that "the one
endeavor of capitalism has been
to emancipate itself from ideas,
or institutions based on ideas,
that impeded the economic ra-
tionalization of life."
While Fanfani presents many
conclusions that economists might
dispute, still, he offers v lucid
discussion of his subject. Chris-
topher Dawson has praised Fan-
fani's work as one of the most
adequate discussions of capital-
Ism. A serious and very scholarly
work, this discussion of "Cathol-
Icism, Protestantism, and Capital-
ism" will afford stimulating read-
ing for the economist." " "
"MANUSCRIPTS AND MEMO-
RIES." by Michael Earls, S. J.
Bruce Co., $2.25.
For the past forty years Father
Michael Earls, S. J., has enjoyed
the friendship of many famous
writers. During these years Fath-
er Earls has treasured the let-
ters, manuscripts, and memories
that have come to him from these
litterateurs. Now, In this collec-
tion of reminiscences, he writes
pleasantly, appreciatively of those
men and women who helped
shape our modern American lit-
erature.
Undoubtedly in love with the
late nineteenth century. Father
Earls writes in an easy, quaint
style that recalls the Vlctorlan-
lsm of the last century. Older
readers will enjoy recalling the
good old days, which Father
Earls pictures with almost a hint
of nostalgia, but younger readers
may find the book a little too
old-fashioned to meet their fancy.
The book is old-faahioned in the
sense that it recalls days gone
by. But one cannot help wishing
that modern writers might return
to some of the "old-fashioned"
traditions of which Father Earls
writes. In this delightfully charm-
ing book he succeeeds, despite
occasional lapses into sentimental-
ity, in evoking a pleasant and at-
tractive portrait of many inter-
esting literary figures.
(Note: These books are ob-
tainable at Kauffer's. )
"TADPOLES AND OOD," by Lau-
rence Oliver. SheeG ft Ward
Co., $2.00.
"Tadpoles and God" is a chal-
lenge to the modern tnlnker. It
is, in many ways, the record of
a modern young man's search for
truth. Although the author is im-
personal in his manner of treat-
ment, the fourteen essays includ-
ed in "Tadpoles and God" are
evidently based on relentless, per-
sonal enquiry. Laurence, a bril-
liant young novelist, has set
himself the almost impossible
task of sifting truth from the
modern agglomeration of false-
hood. How successful he has been
is impressively evident. For, with-
in the pages of this omall book,
he manages to disprove or at
least re-evaluate the most import-
ant modern errors. He is cool
and relentless in his logic, and
yet he is fair in his presentation
of facts. Here is a mature book
for mature thinkers
— a book that
should be read by everyone inter-
ested in discovering truth." * "
"THE MARRIAGE OF ST.
FRANCIS, by Henri Gheon.
Sheed & Ward Co., $1.00.
In this five-act play Henri
Gheon has captured something of
the fathomless spirituality and
deathless beauty of St. Francis.
The play is in Itself beautiful; it
reflects the poetry that Gheon
shares with the Poverello.
Rev. Francis J. McGarrlgle, S.
J., prefect of studies throughout
the Jesuit Oregon Province, last
week completed his official in-
spection of Seattle College. After
visiting all classes in the respec-
tive college departments. Father
stated that he had been favorably
impressed with the progreSi3 made
at the College during the past
year. His official report will be
submitted to Very Rev. Walter J.
Fitzgerald, S. J., provincial of the
Oregon Province.
Following his visit here, Fath-
er McGarrigle left for a similar
inspection of Bellarmine High
School in Tacoma.
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DIRECTORS CHOOSE 6
MEMBERS FOR MIKADO
AFTER FIRST TRY-OUT
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Last GameMaroons Lead at Half;
Budnick Does Fine
Checking
Games Will Begin Friday
to Decide School
Championship'Dowd Wins Enviable
Coaching Record In
First Year At ODea
Jimmie Finn Plays Last
GameFor College" " "
Budnick Fine Checker" * *
Steele Says
Prep School Material" " "
Maroons End Successful
Season Tonight
« " "
Preps Will Meet
RangersFriday
The fourth annual lnter-rhiHs
basketball tournament will begin
next Friday at the Knights of
Columbus gym. The play will be
continued Monday and will con-
clude on Wednesday with the
championship game.
The tournament has been a
feature of intra-mural activities
during the past few years, and is
pxpected this year to be as inter-
esting and hard fought as ever.
The Junior team, boasting a
complete lineup of varsity basket-
ball players, is the pre-tourna-
ment favorite. The third year
lineup will read like a Maroon
team, putting forward such play-
ers as Bob Tobin, Frank Taylor,
Jim Rothstein, Bob Smith and
Herb Conyne.
The freshmen will have a
strong outfit with Joe Budnick,
Fred Conyne and Larry O'Keele
leading the attack. The seniors
will field a team led by Jimmy
Finn, who will be aided by Cad
Corrigan, Allan Steele, Bill Mc-
Claire, and Jim Casey. The
sophomores will have Joe Phil-
lips, Frank Carmody and Jack
McPhee forming the nucleus.
A prize has been offered for
the winning team and the victors
in the tournament will be the
champions for the year on the
maple court. The games are to
be refereed by a member of the
faculty and the details of the
tournament will be handled by
Bill McClaire, varsity basketball
manager.
Coming out with a second half* rush in which they tallied sixteen
points while their opponents were
stnnding still, Pacific Lutheran
College of Tacoma won a sloppy
basketball gamo from the Ma-
| roons of Seattle College last'
Wednesday, 34-23.
What Cliff Olson, the visitors'
coach, told his charges between
periods was evidently taken to
heart. The tight zone defense
presented by the Lutherans in the
second canto was practically im-
Ipregnable. .The Maroons were
only able to break through it for
three baskets.
Tommy Tommervick and Solie,
who led the visitors attack, rang
up twenty points between them in
the- last half scoring spree. The
Maroons were ahead at half time
by the low score of 13-6.
Joe Budnlck's fine checking of
Nilsen, giant P. L. C. center, was
the only bright spot In the other-
wise drab efforts displayed by
the Seattle College five. The high
scoring pivot man was held to a
lone field goal.
The line-ups:
Seattle College Pacific L'th'r'n
Finn (2) F Sollie (10)
Carmody (8)....F Leask (5)
Tobin (2) C Nilsen (5)
Budnick (6)....G.. T'm'rvick (10)
Taylor (5) G Ford (4)
H. Conyne B Jensen
F. Conyne S Votaw
Rothstein 8 Frye
S Thompson
When the smoke of the battle is cleared away at Car
rigan Gym tonight another basketball season will be over
And the season has been a success. A team doesn't have
to go through a whole season undefeated in order to terrr
the campaign a success. The balance of wins and losses
is in favor of the Maroons. And,
more important that that, defin-
ite progress has been made In
athletics. In the past two years
Seattle College has stepped from
B third rate team to a definite
threat in collegiate circles. Look-
ing at this season, our prediction
of a few weeks ago still holds
good, that the increased material
and greater experience of the
next two years will bring the Ma-
roons of Seattle College to the
top rank of Northwest colleges'
Jerry Donovan, the popular
coach of the Maroon basketball-
ers, is about to leave us. The
mentor is one of the leading out-
fielders In the Pa ci f ic Coast
League, and when the last con-
tingent of Seattle Indians wends
its way to sprint? training camp,
Jerry will be with It. During the
past few months Donovan has
brought the Collegians along the
trail of a winning season,and
when he turns his talents to his
chosen profession he will have
the well-wlihes of the student
body and his "boys" for con-
tinued success.
This Is the last crack we're
going to have at basketball this
year, so we're going to make the
best of it. What are our imme-
diate prospects in basketball for
next year?
SeattleCollege is going to have
an influx of prominent prep
school stars next year. A goodly
portion of the two great CathoUc
high school teams are casting
glances at this institution as the
one in Which to continue their
schooling, and several public high
school casaba tossers are expected
to enroll here.
And not too much coaxing will
be needed to have this talent
show up, because it's always ap-
pealing and pleasing to know that
you are contributing to the ath-
letic and scholastic build-up that
this school is bound to have dur-
ing the next few years.
Three years ago a sparkling
basketball player led the Seattle
College team In scoring, and for
the next two seasons, followed up
liis rirst-year performance In the
same flashy style. This year he
has piled up a total of 130points.
The Seattle Prep Panthers go
into the final stretch of their
basketball season Friday night,
when they entertain the Rangers
of St. Martin's High School at
the Seattle Prep Gym.
Coach Jim Logan, of the Prep,
will start his veteran lineup In
the hope of stopping the powerful
Lacey team. The Rangers,
!coached by Joe Paglla, will field
a strong team, led by Dale Case,
one of the best prep school
players in the state.
The contest starts at 8:30
p. m.
Taylor Scores 24Points As
Maroons Swamp
Northerners
Establishing a n«w record fot
;i single game scoring mark, the
Seattle College Maroons snowed
untlei- a visiting Mount Vernon
Junior College quintet last Satur-
day night In a hoop mix at tlio
Seattle Prep gym, 76-37.
Frank Taylor, whose small
stature has kept him off thp Ma-
roon starting five until the Pa-
cific L v t h c r a n contest last
\W(lin\-*<l;iy, walked off with the
scoring honors. The speedy lit-
tle guard was "hot" swishing the
twine from all angles for a total
of 24 points.
Bob Tobin snapped out of his
slump long enough to register 15
markers.
The game started out slowly
with the Maroons holding a 6-4
advantage at the five
-
minute
stage. Then with Taylor, Tobin
and Joe Budnick peppering the
hoop the score went up to 27-8.
The reserves came in here and
held a half time lead of 38-14.
After the rest period the Col-
legians started in right where
they left off to roll up another
38 points.
With checking at a minimum.
Mount Vernon felt the scoring
fever and tallied 23 points in this
half. Bob Mo c n and Mathles
were, the visitors best bets.
In the absence of Jerry Dono-
van, Father Sullivan handled the
Maroon team.
The line-ups:
Seattle College. Mt. VernonJ. C.
Finn (9) F Olson (4)
Rothstein (8)..F Eilinger (8)
Tobin (15) C Moen (10)
Taylor (24)...G Hanson (4)
Budnick (11)..O Hall
M. Conyne (4)..S Mathlea (11)
H. Conyne (4)..S Conn
O'Keefe (2) S Boyd
Smith S Wyman
Carmody S Schroeder
Referee
—
Jerry Walsh.
PingPongers Warned ToGet InTrim;
EliminationTournament toStartSoon
Ke O'Dea High basketballhas been ringing up vic-
tories with a monotonous regu-
larity this year, and so far its
string of victories runs up into
the high twenties. This team is
coached by a student whom we
all know. Vln Dowd has had re-
markablesuccess in his first year
"coaching.liiiisclf a star athlete at the
Terry Avenue school but four
years ago, Dowd has since had an
active career in athletics. After
his graduation from O'Dea, Dowd
matriculated at Santa Clara Uni-
versity, where he earned Ills nu-
meral in Froah football, basket-
ball and baseball.
In his sophomore year he
earned the assignment of regular
quarterback on Clipper Smith's
famous Santa Clara eleven, and
was an outstanding player until
he received an injury which
forced him from competition.
Dowd continued his studies at
the southern school for another
year, but dropped out to Tecover
from the mishap that prevented
his engaging in athletics.
Recently he registered as a
student at Seattle College, and
Ppled his studies with the jobteaching the manle sport to
the athletes of O'Dea High
School.
The young mentor's success in
his initial experience as a coach
has the oldsters of the game in
Seattle wagging their tongues in
mild wonder. They're having a
hard time figuring out how a bril-
liant and successful team like the
Irish can be the product of one
who is a comparative "green-
horn."
Tonight he plays his last gamo
for his school. When Captain
Jimmy Finn walks off the floor
at Garrlgan gym tonight, Seattle
College athletics will see the last
of a fine player, an inspirational
leader and a great fellow., i
Short Slants: Joe Budnlck, the
powerhouse of the Maroon team,
Is one of the finest checkers in
the Northwest... Prank Taylor
took his turn at scoring last Sat-
urday with a sizzling total of 24
points . .. Those 76 points that
the Maroons scored in that game
should establish some sort of
record . . . The table-tennis en-
thusiasts are pinging away, get-
ting in shape for the coming
tournament . . . The Conyne
brothers would form the nucleus
of a pretty fair swimming team
at Seattle College ... The Colle-
gians are practically a cinch to
wind up their season with a win
tonight.
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Maroon Sports
College Cagers Trounce
Mt. Vernon Squad 76-37
ALLAN STEELE
Editor
Page Five
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
RALLIES TO DEFEAT
COLLEGIANS 34-23
JUNIOR'S HOOP SQUAD
MADE FAVORITES FOR
INTERGLASS TOURNEY
Get ready, all you ping-pong-pongers, the big tournament
will soon be under way! Get your paddles and be in trim,
because the best players in the school are ready to go.
t
Registration
r the tourna-
ent can be
a de by giv-
g your name
either Bill
McClaire or Al-
lan Steele.
Theplay will
begin a week
from Thursday
in the men's
lounge, and
will continue
through until
Friday after-
noon. The play
will bebyelim-
ination, the
winning play-
ers proceeding
to the next
b rac k e t, the
A notice of complete information and a schedule will be
posted in the main hall of the College building and in the
men's lounge next Monday.
Jininiie linn, captJiin of the
Maroon liasketball team, who will
play his la.st gam c for Seattle
College (onirlit against Ij0w c r
Columbia Junior College at Gar-
riKan Gym. Jimmle wears three
.stripes won in college competition
and liis loss will be keenly felt
by the Maroon Squad.
"We SellHeat"
United Fuel Co.
1329Northlake MElrose 1515
Compliments of /^"f^
Mayor *£%
CHARLES L TgL
SMITH ftA
MCIS H Shop
New Lineof Van Hueson Shirts
Reasonably Priced" Spring Ties" Various Styles" Light Weight Pajamas" Summer Weight Underwear
If It Isn't InStock
We'll Get ItFor You
('{'. Discount to those mentioning
The Spectator)
JackMcMullen,Mgr.
608 Vi Second Aye., Seattle
When Patronizing Our Advertisers
MENTION THE SPECTATOR
Voting thirty dollars from the
student body fund to meet ex-
penses incurred by the dramatic
society in their recent production
of "Love and Geography," the As-
sociated Students held a short
business meeting In the Fresh-
man classroom last Monday.
"If the students had lent their
active support to the production
such a situation would never have
arisen," said Mr. Steele In sup-
port of the measure. "Until the
student body gets behind the dra-
matic society wholeheartedly we
can not expect to put that depart-
ment on a paying basis," he con-
cluded.
The business discussed includ-
ed a report on preparation for
the Intramural basketball tourna-
ment by Chairman William Mc-
Claire and an announcement of
the Freshman Skating party by
William Miller, president of the
Frosh class.
McCullough to Talk
Making tne first formal ap-
pearance In the history of tho
College, the Seattle College Men's
and Women's Glee Clubs will
present a concert of popular class-
ics at 8 p. m., March 13, in th*>
Providence Auditorium. Follow-
ing this concert, the Glee Clubs
will sing two days later, March
15, at the Elks' Auditorium, Ev-
erett, under the sponsorship of
Father Fitzgerald. A week later
the clubs will appear again.
March 20, at St. John's Audito-
rium, Seattle, and March 22. at
St. Leo's Auditorium, Tacoma,
under the sponsorship of Father
Krebsbach.
The Men's and Women's Glee
Clubs will each give two selec-
tions; then the mixed chorus will
sing several numbers, beginning
with a sacred song and leading
up to pieces of a lighter vein,
which will include the "Soldiers'
Chorus" from "Faust," and the
famous classic, "Land Sighting,"
by Grieg.
Both clubs are progressing
rapidly, according to Mr. Walter
A. Aklin, musical director of the
group.
Proceeding with discussions of
Atheism. Seattle College Sodalists
will hold their next sodality
meeting at Providence Audito-
rium on Monday, March 2, at 8
p. B,
Edwin McCullough, sophomore,
will present his views on the bad
effects resulting from the psycho-
logical standpoint of the matter
in question. Father Peronteau, S.
J., moderator of the Men's Sodal-
ity, will conduct the meeting,
which will be followedby a short
social hour.
vain. But the end of their quest
was the beginning of a glorious
renaissance of Catholic influence
in the modern world.
What Is the meaning of It all?"
And atheistic materialism, echo-
ing the religious dissension of
the time, answered variously:
"Man is l>tit a machine. Life is
but a meaningless dream.
If men needed proof that life
was more than a dream, and that
only ■ life without God was
meaningless, then, surely, the war
that burst upon the world in
1914 was proof enough. The
very science in which men had
placed their faith now turned on
mankind, destroying millions of
lives, battering down the work
of centuries, leveling cities and
men. When the last shot had
been fired, and the world re-
sumed its normal life, men
paused to reflect.
Out of Darkness Into Light
Out of the intellectual dark-
ness preceding the War men
came into a new light: it was
the awakening of a blood-
drenched world to the necessity
of religion. Weary and disillu-
sioned, men searched for some-
thing deeper than science. False
prophets, it is true, continued to
preach their proud doctrines of
atheism and materialism, but
they no longer appealed to the
majority. Men were starting to
realize that they needed a re-
ligion of God, not of Science.
In that moment of hesitation,
in which, the intellectual world
again groped for truth, the Cath-
olic Church stood out in bold re-
lief against the dark background
of modern chaos. She alone of;
fered the promise of stability and
a satisfying, strengthening philos-
ophy of life. Through the por-
tals of the Church, then, entered
men and women who found the
intellectual peace and spiritual
joy they had sought so long in
Turning thr Ti«lo
To understand the importance
of the modern Catholic revival
In philosophy and art it is neces-
sary to recall the conditions that
necessitated some such revival of
Catholicism. There Is no doubt
that the return to Catholicism is
necessary, for. as John Middle-
ton Murry pointed out. the world
is today at the cross-roads: It
must choose between Catholicism
or Communism. Moscow or Rome.
Whether or not the world chooses
Catholicism
—
the road pointedout
by Christ
— depends largely upon
the continued progress of the
Catholic renaissance that Is to-
day turning the tide of modern
error.
Modern error is not something
strictly new: it is as old as the
Protestant Reformation from
which it sprang. With the Re-
formation there swept over
Europe a spirit of doubt; unity
of faith and doctrine was de-
stroyed; a united Christianity
was divided, and in the wake of
that division there followed in-
tellectual and spiritual chaos.
The unity of Christianity was de-
stroyed: where- there had been
but one Church, one Divinely ap-
pointed teaching body, there now
arose countless contradictory
sects. The result, of course, was
confusion
—
a confusion that
gained momentum with the pass-
ing centuries until, early in the
nineteenth century, a cataclysm
of error threatened to engulf the
intellectual world.
The materialism or nineteenth
century science, destroying man's
belief in God, the soul, and all
the basic verities of life, left men
groping for answers to all the
fundamental questions: "What
are we? Why are we here?
Dr. H. T. Buckner, one of the
lending bone specialists in Be-
.ittlc. was the featured speaker nt
the last lecture meeting of the
Mendel club held at Providence
Hospital on Tuesday, February 11.
Dr. Buckner Is one of the out-
standing bone surgeons on the
coast. He spoke on orthopedics
and devoted special attention to
the straightening and repair of
displaced and broken barks. This
Is his special work in the field
of bone surgery. The doctor il-
lustrated his lecture with X-ray
photographs and pictures of the
apparatus used In replacing dis-
jointed vertebrae.
Dr. Buckner cltea several cases
where the patient had been
brought in with a very badly
broken back and how after six to
nine months of treatment he had
been returned to work almost 100
per cent recovered. The object
and aim of the bone surgeon is
to cure his patients as Quickly as
is possible in order to return him
to work again, thus not only sav-
ing time and expense for the in-
jured one but also for his em-
ployers. In the case of deformed
spinal columns in children, al-
most every one can be cured if
the child is placed in the care of
a competent orthopedist, while
still at an early age.
To illustrate this. Dr. Buck-
ner showedX-rays of a young boy
whose back was bent almost at
a right angle. The thoracic cage
was pressing upon the pelvic gir-
dle before the child was treated.
By the use of specially designed
frames and beds and by the appli-
cation of ropes and pulleys upon
the lines of least resistance and
by applying various principles of
engineering, the child was
cured. His back today is almost
During the past two weeks the
Very Rev. Walter J. Fitzgerald,
S. J., Jesuit Provincial, has been
here on his annual visitation.
While in Seattle, Father Fitzger-
ald has conferred with members
of the Seattle College and Prep
faculties concerning the work of
the two institutions.
He will leave soon for his head-
quarters In Portland, Oregon,
from which city he directs the
activities of the province.
perfect and he runs and plays as
easily and as well as normal
children.
Bone surgery is a large and
complicated field, but one which
well repays the true physician
when he finally achieves that for
which he has studied and labored
—the giving of normal and happy
lives to those unfortunates who
are deprived of it by having de-
formed bodies due to accident or
sifkness.
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A.S.S.C. Votes Money
To Dramatic Society
At Recent Meeting
GLEE CLUB TO APPEAR
IN SERIES OF LENTEN
CONCERTS IN MARCH
DR. BUCKNER TREATS
OF BONE FORMATION
AT MENDEL MEETING
Debaters ToDiscuss
WisdomOfEnacting
Townsend's Pension
Noxt Tuesday. March 3, nt
7:30 p. m., the regular weekly
meeting of t h c Seattle College
Debating Society will be held In
the fri'shman room.
"Whether or not the Townsend
PIU ior Old Age Pensions should
be enacted by the Congress of
the United States" will be the
topic for discussion.
Those speaking in favor of the
propsal will Im Francis Deacy
and Dave Mitchell. Rill Marx and
Eugene Mauca will oppose It.
Tlu> entire organization of the
club is requested to turn out for
the next meeting, as important
business will be transacted.
Provincial Makes Visit
Scientific Supplies Co.
LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS
123 Jackson St. ELdot 1184
EMPIRE LAUNDRY
And
DRY CLEANERS
2301 Western Avenue
M \ ln 1840
John L.Corrigan
ATTORNEV-AT-LAW
Insurance lluilding
To end the perfect
evening . . .
Ml go to the
JT~ SILK HAT
IL^ 1800 <)liv<- Way
CORONA COFFEE
006T8 MORK
- WORTH MORK
"On sale by all firs* class
Grocers
FRANK PERRI
TAILOR
211 Vance lluilding
Delicious 25c Lunches
HOME CAFE
613 E.Pike
Religious Articles Make
The Most Acceptable Gifts
The Kaufer Co.
(ATIIOI.It SII'I'LY HOISK
1004 Fourth (At Stewart)
All .Makes Standunl I'ortublcti
llulro Rebuilt TjlPNlllMfl
Compart' wllli New
tHHHHH Jt X "
E. W. HALL CO.
t. h. BBBOunm
Distributors
Office
Appliances
911 Second Avenue
ELiot 5447 Seattle
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